
R�OBNTL'Y PATENTED INVENTIONS. 

En�ineerlng. 

KoTARY ENGINE.-John F. McGlenn, 
Bowdle, South Dakota.· In this engine a cylindrical casing 
is divided to form two chambt-r. or cylinders in which 
separate pistons rotate together, there being two inlet 
and two exhaust port.. for each compartment. and other 
dnplicate attachments, forming practically two engines 
on a common shaft. At diagonally .opposite points the 
piston has wings that work in annular spaces or steam 
chambers, in which are radially sliding abutments, which 
are moved alternately in slot.. in the casing, there being 
four steam passages leading from the throttle valve down
ward to conduct steam to the sides of the abutments. By 
reversing the throttle valve and the exhaust valves the 
rotation of the pistons and the engine as a whole will he 

reversed. There is no H dead point" in the engine, steam 
pressure being always on one, and, dnring a good part of 
the time, on both wings. 

AU TOMATIC BOILER FEEDER.-George 
Johnson and Murphy F. Smith, Allenport, Pa. Accord
ing to this invention a float-controlled piston carries a 
valve for admitting and shutting off the water to and 
from the boiler, the device being of simple and durable 
construction and designed·to automatically keep the water 
in the boiler at a normal level. In case the pnmp dot's 
not act, or the water supply to the valve casing connect
ing with the boiler is interrupted, an alarm is operated to 
nollify the engineer. 

Railway A,.pHances. 

AUTOMATIC STOP FOR HOISTs.-Fran
cis H. Kohlbraker, Shamokin, Pa. This invention re
lates to an improved mechanism for stopping hoist.. or 
cages in vertical shafts or slopes to prevent their being 
hoisted above a certain point, thus obviating the possi
bility of wrecking the cage or a part of the hoisting 
mechanism. It comprises a power operated brake and a 
weighted valve-operating lever operating the valves of 
the engine and the brake, a tripping lever normally 
holding the valve-operating lever ont of action, while a 
lever in the path of the hoist is connected with the 
tripping lever. The device is 80 located that it will not 
be operated if the hoist .tops at the proper point, but 
comes into operation onl) when the hoist travels beyond 
its fixed limit. 

Mechanical. 

WINDIN G M ACHINE. - Chauncey A. 
Cornell and Elmer S. Robison, Pittsfield, Mass. This i s a 
machine more especially designed for winding wall paper 
or other endless material into rolls of any desired length, 
the machine working automati�ally and being adjustable 
to wind rolls of different lengths. An intermittently 
revolving frame carries a series of winding rollers, each 
adapted to receive paper in its turn, and means for ro
tating a roller at a time to wind up a desired length of 
paper when the frame is at a standstill, the feed mechan
ism automatically stopping when the frame is rotated, 
or being actuated when one of the rollers is in position 
to receive the paper. 

TONGs.-Canly D; Eames, WorcE'ster, 
Mass. These tongs are made with a changeable fulcrum 

E. to permit the operator to give a fine adjustment to 
Meyer, William L Bodine and Christopher E. Rule, peculiarly formed jaws, to cause the latter to properly 
Springfield, Mo. To facilitate loading refrigerator cars grip small or large object.., but one hand being required 
without causing an undue waste of ice, this invention to manipUlate the lever handles to open or close the 
provides a car of novel construction, the car being divided jaws. One of the lever handles has a rigid pivot with 
into compartment. designed to protect the refrigerating laterally projectinr- portion entering a slot in the other 
medium during the time when the car doors are open. handle, the slot beiug formed with recess s in one of its 
The car has at each end refrigerating compartments walls adapted to be engaged by the projecting portion of 
forming ice bunkers, which run over the refrigerating the pivot. 

REFRIGERATOR C AR. - Berthold 

compartments and down tbeir outer ends, and closing 
the inner side of each compartment is a removable wall 
having two hinged sections, the contiguous edges of 
which are recessed, two doors being hinged within the 
recesseR, while a bracket is carried by each section of the 
wall in which slides a gate having two hinge-connected 
sections. When the car doors are open, communication 
with the ice bunkers is closed, but when the car doors are 
closed, communication is opened direct with the ice 
bnnkers to the center of the car. 

Electrical. 

AUTOMATIC CUT OUT.-Henry F. Black
well, Jr., Brooklyn, N. Y. This invention relates to 
fuse holders to be placed in an electric circuit to auto
matically cut out the line in cases of excessive load. It 
comprises a spring-yielding arm forming a conductor 
and a link formed of sections joined with fusible solder, 
one end of the link being connected to the arm and it.. 
other end being connected to a part insulated from the 
arm, while a carbon point in the circuit engages with the 
link. The device is designed to be quick and posi
tive in action, to effectively prevent the bnrning out of 
instrument... 

Bicycles, Etc. 

CHAIN GEAR CASING. - Horace w. 

A:-ricul t II ral. 

PLANTER AND FERTILIZER DISTRIBU
TER.-Joseph W. Terry, Brewton, Ala. This is a light, 
strong and inexpensive machine, designed to open a 
furrow and deposit in it a fertilizing material, .ow any 
kind of seed in any quantity and cover the seed, rolling 
the ground and leaving the land in good position to be 
cultivated, the cultivation being afterward effected by 
bringing into action other parts of the machine, by which 
agrowing crop may be fertilized and cultivated in a most 
efficient manner. The machine may also be used for 
sewing seed broadcast, if desired. 

HOLDING SHOVELS ON C ULTIVATOR 
SHANKs.�Ve.per A. Gleason, South Riverside, Cal. To 
facilitate attaching the teeth or shovels to the cultivator 
standard or beam is the object of this invention, accord· 
ing to which an adjustable wedge or key, with a spring. 
lockIng device attached to its shank, is adapted to en
gage the slotted shovel shank, there being means for 
holding the wedge or key at the desired adju.tment. By 
simply lifting a pawl the key may be moved into and out 
of engagement with the shanks of the shovels, the work 
being accomplished in the time one would ordinarily be 
looking for a wrench. The key is also adapted for use 
in securing plow point.. and shares in position. 

RE M 0 V I N G PITH FROM STALKS. 
Dover, Northampton, England. A case which may be George R. Sherwood, Kearney, Neb. As stalks frcc 
casily applied to ant' detached from the chain gearing from pith afford a valuable food which may be fed di
of a bicycle is provided by this invention, the case being rectly to stoclo, while ordinarily the stalks cannot be 

divided at the plane of the crank and driving wheel axles advantageously so nsed except for a short dl8tance fro;n 
into halves, which are 80 united that, while insuring a the tip, this inventor has devised a machine for remov
du.t proof closure, the casing may be taken off for c1ean- ing the pith in s simple and efficient manner. As the 
ing, oiling or repairs, and refixed in position with great stalks are fed to the feed rollers, they pass a splitting 
facility. At it. forward end the case itself fits around knife by which they are divided into halves, when they 
the bottom bracket and crank shafr, and at the rear hub are received by guide plates at the rear of which are 
provision is made for maintaining a dust-tight clo8- spring-pressed pressure plates co-operating with pith
ure, while admitting of adju8tment of the driving chain. : removing wheels, a conveyer receiving and discharging 

BICYCLE SHOULDER BRACE -David T. the pith at the side of the machine. 

Singleton, Willard, Ga. To enable a rider to apply greater PORTABLE G R AIN ELEVATOR. - Isaac 
force to the pedals than that due to his weight is the prin- A. Milton, Bigelow, Minn. To lessen the labor of the 
cipal object of this invention, the brace comprising wide· farmer in moving grain from the thrasher to the granary, 
padded hooks, which extend overthe shoulders, the longer and save a large amount of manual labor. is the object 
front ends of the hook. having attached bars and a hori- of this invention, according to which the body of the 
zontal adjustable bection from which depends a plate and elevator consists of a hopper supported in a wheeled 
h'ook for connection with a strap by which connection is frame, the elevator folding down when not in use, but 
made with:the horizontal bar of a bicycle frame. The device being so constrncted that it will receive and (]evate 
is de.i,gned to be worn under the coat and vest, and the grain through a valved opening when the leg i8 set up or 
hook connecting the brace proper with the machine is inclined. When a horse power is used to drive the ele
automatically detachable when the rider di,mount.. or in vator carrier, it may he economically driven by de
case he should be thrown from the machine. taching the team from the wagon and attaching it to the 

SPROCKET CHAIN. - Sal vador Pastor, horse power. 

Paris, France. This chain, while especially applicable to 
bicycles, tricycles, etc., is also adapted for various me
chanical applications. It has a special arrangement of 
link joint.., the links being jointed together by an eccen
tric hInge joint in such a n: annBr that the effective length 
of a link will be less in the parts of the chain which are 
in a straight line than in the parts which are cnrved 
Each link has at one end a cammed portion and at the 
other end a roller on which a cammed portion rolls, 
whereby the positions of the links relative to e.ach other 
are changed according to the position of the chain. 

Elevators, Etc. 

l<�LRVATOR S AFETY DEVICE.-John T. 
Taylor, New York City. Two patents have been granted 
t111s inventor for novel means for manually operating the 
safety clutch of a passenger or freight elevator, the im
proved construction facilitating the application of the 
clutch when the car descends too fast and the automatic 
npparatu8 fails to work. A rope normally traveling with 
the cab is operatively connected with a normally inactive 
stop mechanism, while a stationary taut rope extending 
throngh the cab carries a spring cushion adapted to be 
engaged by a clamp on the first rope at any time when 
the operator in the cab depresses a lever. According to 
one of the patents,'an electromechanical apparatus causes 
the operation of the clamping segments from means 
within the car, and nnder the immediate control of the 
conductor. 

SAUSAGE MEAT C HOPPER.-Alexander 
S. Stewart, Neche, North Dakota. To cut meat fine 
for sausages and other purposes, this inventor provides a 
mechanism whereby the knives have a rocking recipro
catIng movement, the knives being readily adjustable, 
and means being provided wherehy any desired pressure 
may be given to the knives. When the knives encounter 
a bone or other hard sub.tance they yield correspond
ingly, and provision is made to prevent the clogging of 
the knives by the meat. 

Miscellalleous. 

NON-REFILLABLE BOT'l'LK - Otto G. 
Ogden, Louisville, Ky. According to thi. invention, a 
simple and inexpenslVe valve mechanism is fitted in the 
neck of the bottle to allow the free outward passage of 
the original content.. of the bottle, but prevents it.. re
filling. The bottle neck has an inner annular channel, 
into which expands a spring or locking ring on the valve 
casing, holding the latter in position, and in the casing 
is a plug guard having enlarged end portions provided 
with outlet ports, 8 regulating valve being pivoted to the 
outer end of the guard and the valve bein� wholly with
in the bottle neck. The lower end of the valve ca.ing 
has a central opening controlled by a flap valve, which 
cannot be reached by a wire or other instrument to open 
an inlet passage. 

C ASH REGISTER.- Horapp Bradt and 
Jefferson Kindleberger, San Diell:o, Cal. To facilitate 

registering the amount of current sales, and to add the 
amount so that the total may be seen at the close of the 
day or at any time desired, is the object of this inven
tion. which provides a machine with but few parts and 
of simple construction, which discloses to the purchaser 
the sum paid, and also registers the number of times the 
lid of the casinl( shall have been opened, or the cash 
drawer opened. A duplicating memorandum strip is also 
provided in connection with the casing of the machine, 
and an alarm is sounded when the cash drawer is opened, 
if desired. 

VENTILATED BARREL • .  - Wilmer B. 
East, Norfolk, Va. This invention provides a barrel for 
the transportation of fruit, vegetables, etc., made of a 
novel form of veneer blanks, the barrel having its sides 
composed of inner and outer sheets provided witl> diago· 
nal slits. The inner and outer layers are arranged with 
their slits reversed, the slit.. of one inclining in one direc
tion and those of the other in the opposite direction, the 
slits of one layer or sheet crossing those of the other. 
The slits do not extend out to either edge of the blank, 
the edge portions being left unsevered and forming the 
chmes of the barrel, which is provided at its ends with 
inner and outer hoops. 

SHOE PROTECTOR.- John O. Sharp
less, Fairhaven, Wash. To protect and save from wear 
a boot or shoe at the vamp or siUes when the wearer is 
coasting, this invention provides a shield ha ving a mar
ginal flange engaging the bottom of the sole, .pring wires 
extending from the upper edge of the shield down under 
the shank. where they are' crossed and brought to 
engagement up over the back of the quarter at the rear 
of the heel, thereby cffectually holding the shield upon 
the shoe, but permitting of its convenient detachment 
when desired 

K N I F E. -Victor M. Fowler, Acton, 
Mass. This is a cheap and inexpensive knife for slicing 
bread and cake or slicing vegetables, etc. To the handle 
is attached a frame from which extends the blade, the 
handle also carrying an adjustable guide arm parallel with 
the blade. The guide arm extends slightly below the cut
ting edge of the blade, and is adapted to be placed with its 
Inner face against the face of the bread or other article 
to be sliced to guide the knife edge so as to cut a slice of 
the <1csIred thickness. Where the guide arm is made 
8horter than the knife blade, the outer end of thelatteris 
adapted for paring, coring, etc. 

STEAM: COOKER. - Lewis F. Culver, 
Harvey, III. This is a cooking apparatus designed to 
require but a low degree of heat, and in which the 
steam is condensed so that a small quantity of water 
will suffice by being used over and over, the water in the 
reservdr being used, not only as a supply for the boiler, 
but as a condenser through which all the steam gen
erated must afterward pass. The reservoir is located 
alongside the body or .teaming chanber, there being 
means for protecting the bottom of the reservoir from 
heat. and ccnnections beLw�en the reservoir and steam· 
ing chamber. The cooker has double walls forming in
sulated sides, preferably packed with non-heat-conduct
ing rna terial. 

DISH C LE ANER . - C bar les Fellow�, 
FIttsburg, Pa. Accordillg to this invention, an elongated 
tank is divided into a main washing compartment and a 
Bupplemental rinsing compart!nent, there being in the 
bottom of the tank a steam coil, and in its top edges 
bearings from whicl:, in the washing compartment, arc 
suspended swinging hangers carrying a basket in which 
the dishes to be washed arc placed. One of the hangers 
is connected by a pit.:1un with a crank disk outside of 
the tank at One cnd, whereby the basket may be reripro
cated in the tank by nny suit3ble power until the dishes 
have been washed, when the basket is lifted out, with its 
dishes, and submerged in the rinsing compartment. 

GARMENT HANGER.-Peter Cummings 
aud Michael Wankerl, Canajoharie, N. Y. This device 
has a fastening block to be Becured by screws to a base 
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(7393) W. K. W. ask�; 1. Why is beltE'd 
governor objectionable in regnlating speed of d)namo 
engine? A. A belted governor is not reliable. The bell 
creeps irregularly under variation of speed in the gover· 
nor and has uneq ual tension from variation in the moist· 
ure of the mgme room. It is also liable to slip and more 
liable to accident than gear-driven governors. 2. Give in 
detail the precaation8 nteessary, in running an electnc 
lighting plant, to maintain the efficiency of the plant, as 
to economy and regularity of output. A Crocker & 

Wheeler's" Care and Management of Dynamos and Mo
tors" will furnish you information. Price $1 by 
mail. 3. Should it become necessary to reverse the di· 
rection of rotation of the armature because of the loca
tion of the dynamo, describe whal .teps would be ne
cessary. A. See pages 44 and 45 of book referred to 
above under 2. The cases are too many to reprint. 
Many dynamos, but not all, may be run in the oi'posite 
direction by simply reversing the brushes. 

block, and from the fastening b;ock spring loops adapted (7394) C. W. M. al'ks ; 1. What. is the 
to sUpj.oort a coat extend downward and outward, while meaning of comcquent poles as applied to a dynamo? A 
two additional upper loops extend downward and out- A dynamo has consequent poles when the field spools arc 
ward, the device being especially designed for boWing 80 wOllnd that twa south or two north poles are for;ned 
hat.. and coats. next ""ch other. This is always the case in dynamos 

BA THING SUIT .-J elifle W. D. Davis, with fonr field coils 80 placed that two connect with and 
Lampasas, Texas. This suit comprises a s::irt of water- magnetIze o�le pole piece and tb.e o

,
ther two in the same 

proof material, having openings for the ingr,'ss of water, way magnetIze the other. 2. What IS meant by the term 
a diaphragm in its lower portion having openings for' unipolar d)namo? Can there l.Je existent one magnetic 
the egress of water, while straps hold the diaphragm in 

I 
pole without th� other? A, The n�me unipolar was.g

iven 
conical form. The suit is inexpensive, effectually pre- to machmes whIch produce a contmuous current WIthout 
vent.. exposnre of the person, may be easily and quickly a commutate'. There Is no such thing existing sepa
dried and will not cling to the bather. rately as a single magnetIc pole. The word applied to a 

dynamo is.. misnomer. These machines have gone out 

Designs. 

HOE. - Frank H. Foster, Honolulu, 
Hawaii. The side edges of this hoe, near the eye which 
receives the handle, bave elongated teeth, while the 
front of the blade presents a broad surface with un
toothed side edges. 

HAIR-PIN.-Victor F. and Marguerite 
Maidhof, New York City. The legs of thts hair·pin are 

round, and throughout the length of each is a series of 
depressions, forming longitndinal undulating surfRCes. 

NOTE.-Copies of any of the above patents will be 
furnished by Munn & Co. for 10 cents each. P1Mse 

send name of the patentee, title of invention, and date 
of tOlE paper. 

NEW BOOKS, ETC. 
INFORMATION RELATING TO DRAWINGS 

TO ACCOMP ANY ApPLICATIONS FOR 
PATENTS I N  ALL THE PRINCIPAL 
COUNTRIES. Was hington, D. C. : 
The Norris Peters Com pany. Pp. 
32. Third edition , 8vo. 

The company are contractors with the United States 
Patent Office for the Official Gazette, copies of drawings 
of patents, trade mark. acd designs. It contains two re
productior s of United States patent drawings on linaura 
fabric and bristol board It also gives all of the coun
tries in which patent. are issued, with the rules and reg
ulations regarding the drawings for patents. It gives 
valuable information in coluliel>lom, 

of use. Their voltage was low and they conld only be 

nsed for electroplating. In these machines a coil or 
other movable conductor slides around one pole of a mag
net and cuts the magnetJc lines in a continuous manner 
without reversals of the induced current. Faraday's 
disk is such a machine. See Silvanus P. Thompson's 
" Electricity and Magnetism," sections 469 and 227. 

(7395) A K. D. write:; : 1. I h avE' iliadI' 
the 8 light dynamo described in SUPPLEMENT, No. tOO, 

which works well with a few exceptions. One is it sparks 
quite a little at the brushes, using � inch carbon brushes. 
A A very common cause of sparking at commutator is 
that the brushes are not set at the proper point. Rotate 
to different position and find point of least sparklllg. 
Dynamo troubles are well treated in Crocker & Wheeler's 
d Practical Management of Dynamos and Motors," price 
$1 by mail. It is a book indispensable to anyone having 
charge of a dynamo. 2. The other is, if I put abont 20 

ohms resistance between one brush and field (of No. 36 

copper \\ire, which is all I had at hand) it will burn out 
for me. This, of course, I think is too fine. Now, if wire 
will do for a resistance, what size and how much must I 
use ? AI80, how can I prevent that sparking? Have con
neeted it up as described under diagram No. 18. A. Your 
field resistance must have a wire heavy enough to carry 
the current. Copper wire is scarcely suited to this use. 
!ronor German silver should be employed. About 10 
ohmsare required for the field regulator in your case, 
Use No. 12 iron wire. This is about 1,200 feet. 3. 
Cannot the dynamo be wound, or perhaps only the arma
ture, to give off a 110 volt current? How many lamps, 
and what amperage would it be ? A For 110 volts: Wind 
armature witb N'l. 24 A. W. fl. c�.r wire. lIS In""" In 
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